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Abstract. A recent study showed that stream- Plasma Behavior during Energetic Electron 
ing energetic (> 200 keV) electrons in Earth's Streaming Events 
magnetotail are statistically associated with 
southward magnetic fields and with enhancements Data from the Los Alamos plasma probe aboard 
of the AE index. It is shown here that the IMP-8 were available for 16 of the 19 energetic 
streaming electrons characteristically are pre- electron streaming events identified in Paper 1. 
ceded by a ~ 15 minute period of tailward plasma A superposed epoch analysis of the XGS E and YG•E 
flow and followed by a dropout of the plasma components of the plasma flow velocity and of the 
sheet, thus demonstrating a clear statistical plasma density was performed, using as a fiducial 
association between substerms and the classical mark the first observation of intense streaming 
signatures of magnetic reconnection and plasmoid of > 200 keV electrons. Analysis of the density 
formation. Additionally, a brief upward surge of proceeded as follows: For each event, the time 
mean electron energy preceded plasma dropout in interval extending from 2 hours before till 2 
several of the events studied, providing direct hours after energetic electron streaming was sub- 
evidence of localized, reconnection-associated divided into 2-minute intervals, and the average 
heating processes. density within each 2-minute interval was calcu- 
lated from the high time resolution (13-second 
Introduction averages centered 26 seconds apart) plasma data. 
This yielded, for each 2-minute interval, a dis- 
Magnetic reconnection at a near-Earth neutral tribution of densities for the 16 events. The 
line has been proposed as the mechanism by which median of this distribution was then taken to 
energy derived from the solar wind is deposited represent the epoch-averaged behavior of the den- 
in the auroral oval during substerms. For a sity. Median rather than mean values were used 
spacecraft located tailward of the neutral line, because the resulting epoch averages are less 
the expected signatures of reconnection are subject to domination by a few events. 
(1) rapid tailward plasma flow accompanied by Analysis of the plasma flow velocity was simi- 
(2) southward magnetic fields. If reconnection 1at to that of the density, but with the added 
leads to the formation of a plasmoid, the space- complication that the velocity is not measurable 
craft may subsequently observe (3) a sudden drop- if the plasma density is too low. An individual 
out of the plasma density and (4) tailward- velocity measurement was included in the 2-minute 
streaming energetic electrons as it emerges from average only if its relative error was less than 
the tailward-moving plasmoid onto open field 100 q• or if its absolute error was less than 200 
lines. The actual occurrence of these signatures km/s. As a result of this restriction, the dis- 
has been demonstrated for several individual sub- tribution of velocities for each interval usually 
storms (Hones, 1977; 1979). contained fewer than 16 events. The median value 
Recently, a statistical study of 19 was based on this more limited distribution, pro- 
occurrences of streaming energetic electrons vided that at least 5 events contributed to the 
revealed that these events are associated with distribution. 
southward magnetic fields, often of steep incli- The superposed epoch analysis of plasma 
nation, and with substerms (Bieber and Stone, parameters appears in Figure 1. For complete- 
1980; hereafter reeferred to as Paper 1). The hess, an analysis of the AE index and of the Z•S M 
present analysis extends this study to include component of the magnetic field (R. P. Lepp•ng 
the behavior of the plasma during these same and N. F. Ness, private communication, 1976) also 
streaming events. (In this report, the term appears. These latter graphs are similar to 
"streaming" refers exclusively to streaming Figure 4 of Paper 1, except that they are based 
anisotropies in the angular distribution of > 200 on only the 16 events for which concurrent plasma 
keV electrons. Bulk motions of the plasma will data were available, and they display median 
be called "flows.") This report, in conjunction rather than mean values. 
with Paper 1, thus represents the first statisti- All of the signatures of magnetic reconnection 
ca1 analysis to embrace all four of the classical and plasmoid formation mentioned in the introduc- 
reconnection signatures mentioned above. tion are evident in Figure 1. Moreover, they 
occur in the expected sequence and are clearly 
associated with substerms, as evidenced by the 
Copyright 1982 by the American Geophysical Union. substerm-like enhancement of the AE index. The 
top two panels show that both the X and Y com- 
Paper number 2L0672. ponents of the median flow velocity remain fairly 
0094-8276/82/002L-067253.00 small -- generally below 200 km/s -- for most of 
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+600L: • •-- had moved tailward of the satellite (s e, .g., <Vx> 0 '' ,.'• ,. Hones, 1977). 
..•.•,.•.,•.. L•--•_.-.•... _• :"'•':. ' Figure lc shows that the median pl sma density (km/s) fluctuates between about 0.05 and 0.1 cm -3 for 
-600 [. ..... '''"1'" ..... ""l"' I most of the 2 hour interval before the streaming 
+600j(b) j event. This median value is somewhat lower than ß typical plasma sheet densities of a few tenths <Vy> __•_•.,..,.: :..:,_ ,' 
in the magnetotail lobe for some events, and 
-600 / ................. I" I ......... '" these lobe observations tended to decrease the 
I.Oj(c) overall median v lue. <n> 0.1 _•;,,,. .;,,,,,,,,.,..,,.;...,,,,,,, '   :;,"'"""""'"',; The most notable feature of Figure lc is the e,e•e, ß ß ,, ß (cm -3) period of very low d nsities which occurs just I ' ' '"* "..__.."_'_ :'.'•~J ' 0.01 I'" ..... '"1'" ........ I'--' .... • ....... I ........... after the streaming event. During the interval 
+4 • • from 0 to +2 minutes, d nsities characteristic of <Bz> I,hll[[l•][][],,,[[[],• ll • l[I.]][11111[l[Ibl  ....  . , ....... ,: ,I.Illl ll[[[ll..,11,l[l• I]ll[l[[ ]11 ] III the magnetota l lobe-- specif cally, n < 0.025 (y) O• .... I1"1, .... I am -3 --were observed in 11 of the16 vents By -4 1(.?. ) ...... "1 ....... .  I" contrast, during the pre-substorm inter al from -120 to-30 minutes, only 34 % o  the individual 
6OO 
<AE > 300 
(y) 
2-minute averages were below this threshold. The 
predominance of lobe-like densities just after 
streaming onset is consistent with the interpre- 
tation that the streaming energetic electrons in 
most cases mark the exit of the spacecraft from a 
tailward-moving plasmoid, where the magnetic 
field lines cl.ose in a loop structure, onto the 
open field lines of the magnetotail lobe. After 
the period of very low densities, the median den- 
sity exhibits rather large fluctuations for a 
time, and does not return to a state resembling 
its pre-substorm behavior until about +75 
minutes, about the same time that (AE} returns to 
its pre-increase level. 
To determine the statistical significance of 
-2 -I 0 +1 
Time from Streaming 
(Hours) 
Fig. 1. Superposed epoch analysis of 
(a) XGsE-component of plasma flow velocity; 
(b) YGsE-component of plasma flow velocity; (c) plasma density (plasma parameters are 
2-minute averages for protons of energy 84 eV to [00- 
15 keV); (d) ZGs1/-component of magnetic field (1-minute averages); (e) AE index (1-minute ave•- - 
ages). Plotted values are the median over 16 
events. Zero epoch time is determined by the w 50- 
first observation of intense tailward streaming o 
of > 200 keV electrons. 
the 2 hours before the streaming eventß However, 
about 15 minutes before the streaming event, and 
coincident with the sharply rising portion of 
(AE>, (Vx> begins to decrease to large negative 
values, reaching a minimum of <Vx> =-570 km/s 
about 3 minutes before the streaming event. (The 
fairly smooth decrease to this minimum should not 
be interpreted as indicating a gradual onset of Z 
strong tailward flow in individual events. 
Rather, the onset is frequently rather abrupt, 
but occurs at somewhat different times in dif- 
+2 the strong tailward flow signature evident in 
Figure 1, Figure 2 compares the general distribu- 
tion of individual 2-minute averages of V X for 
C - 
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__• 
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I I I I ] I I I I 
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ferent events, resulting in , g•adual decrease in Vx (km/s) the median value.) The ¾ component of the v lo- 
city remains small during this period of tailward Fig. 2. (a) Distribution of 2-minute averages of 
flow. Shortly after the streaming event, the V X for the period -120 to -30 minutes. Of 720 
flow velocity becomes unmeasurable due to the low possible samples, 392 appear in the histogram, 5 
plasma density. When the velocity again becomes had V X } +1000 ]m/s, and 323 were unmeasurable. 
measurable at about +20 minutes, it has returned (b) Distribution of 2-minute averages( of • at to small values and re ains small thereafter, the time of peak tailward flow -4 -2 
although there is some evidence for earthward minutes). Of 16 possible samples, 10 appear in 
flow, as might be expected if the neutral line the histogram, and 6 were unmeasurable. 
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the p riod f om-120 to 30 minutes with the dis-tribution obtained from -4 to -2 minutes when = •' '""-""'"." '"'ø' '" <Vx> reached its minirotan value. At this time, V X • • 0.1 . ß was measurable for 10 of the lg events, and for 8 0.01 '' I'' • ' I .... ::::::::::::::::::::::: ¾:•--• •:•:: 
of these 10, tailward flow in excess of 400 lun/s 
was observed. This predominance of strong tail- 
ward flow is far greater than would be expected 
on the basis of the general distribution, where 
only 4.3 % of measurable velocities are < -400 
Figure 2 shows that the velocities at the time 
2000 
of peak flow lie mostly between -400 and -800 • 
km/s. This may be xplained by reconnection • • it theory, which predicts that the plasma ejected • v (c) . from the neutral line flows at the Alfvdn velo- • • ...........................  city (Vasyliunas, 1975). For typical plasma  = 
sheet parameters of B ~ 10 ¾ and n ~ 0.2 cm , 
the Alfvdnvelocity is about 500 l•n/s. 2o4(o) 
Heating of Plasma Sheet Blectmons (Y) •• 
Evidence fo• localized ene•gization of plasma •60 •(e) :- sheet elect•ons was observed in 5 of the events • . included in this analysis. •ese events, one 180ø •example of which appea•s in Figure •, • ' ' ' • .... I • '• ' ' • .... I ' 
consistently di played the following b havior: +90ø•(f) . (1) The nergized el ct•ons appea• in apulse • 0o••/•::•• ......... that typically lasts • 2 minutes. Du•ing this •[ .... pulse, the mean electron energy increases by a -90ø ] .... I .... • ' ' •' I ' ' ' I .... • ' ' ' 
facto• of 2 to 5, peaking in the •ange i to 4 -15 0 
keV. Examination of the actual elect•on dist•i- Yime from SSrecmi•o 
bution f•ction •eveals that, although non- 
thermal features are sometimes p•esent, the ene• Fig. •. • event du•ing which a pulse of heated 
gization p•ima•ily •ep•esents a heating p•ocess. plasma elect•ons was observed. Shown a•e: (2) Concurrently with the pulse of heated elec- (a) density of p•otons (energy •ange 84 eV to 15 
t•ons, the plasma density dec•eases by a facto• keV); (b) flow velocity of p•otons; (c) mean 
of 2 o• mo•e, but •emains above the level cha•ac- energy of elect•ons; (d) magnetic field magnitude 
te•istic of the magnetotail lobes. B; (e) magnetic field azimuth • (GS•); (f) mag- (•) The heated elect•ons a•e observed in conj•c- netic field elevation • (GS•). Tailwa•d st•eam- 
tion with southward magnetic fields, which most ing of • 200 keV elect•ons was first observed at 
often a•e st•ongest• (OGS• • -50ø; B Z • -5 to -15 t = 0, which corresponds to 15•7:05 • on day •18 
7) nea• the beginning of the pulse. (Novembe• 14) of 197•. The spacecraft was 
•4) • inte•va• of at•ons tai•wa•d v•asaa f•ow •o•ated at •S• = -•2 •, •S• = +• a• about 0.• (V X• -500 to -1000 •/s fo• both ions and elec- •eSOUth of t e nominal (F irfield, 1980) neutral t•ons) p•ecedes the pul e. et. A well-defined substo•m onset appea•s in (5) Streaming • 200 keV elect•ons a•e observed the Cape Chelyuskin magnetog• at 
within • minutes following the peak of the pulse. (t • -7 minutes). (6) The heated elect•ons a•e located nea• the 
tail neutral sheet, as indicated by •eve•sals in 
the sign of B X. All 5 events occu•ed within 5 
R E of the cente• of the abe•ated magnetotail. al. (1979) to explain thei• high-energy p•oton 
•e c•oss-tail component of the convection observations. 
electric field p•esent du•ing heated-elect•on It is possible that heated plasma sheet 
events can be infe•ed f•om the formula elect•ons a•e a co•on feature of •econnection 
= z - Vz. z .o.onnt of fo. only S0 of 
velocity is not measured by the Los Alamos plasma events studied here due to thei• spatial locali- 
inst•ent, but the quantity VZ• can p•obably be zation and the sho•t duration of the pulse. 
neglected in comparison with VxB Z, at least du•- •ese events may thus p•ovide important info•ma- 
ing intervals of steep southward magnetic fields tion on the details of magnetic •econnection in 
(i.e., when B X is small). Taking B Z • -7 7 and Earth's magnetotail. Heating of elect•ons has 
V X • -700 •/s as typical values nea• the begin- been observed in laboratory •econnection expe•i- 
ning of the pulse, the infe•ed c•oss-tail elec- ments (Gekelman and Stenzel• 1981). Also, ene• 
t•ic field is thus • 5 mV/m o• •0 kV/R•. •is gization of plasma inside a magnetic island 
may be the induction electric field p•edacted by (plasmoid) has been noted in n•e•ical simula- 
tea•ing-mode •econnection theories (Schindler, tions of the tea•ing mode instability (Te•asawa, 
1974; Galeev et al., 1978), since the expected 1981), but this ene•gization was accompanied by 
c•oss-tail electric field is only • 0.• mV/m, an increase in plasma density, not a dec•ease as 
based upon observed pola• cap potential d•ops. observed in the magnetotail. A detailed •de• 
•e p•esence of la•ge induction electric fields standing of the heated-elect•on events must await 
du•ing substo,ms was also suggested by Bake• et fu•the• investigation. 
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Snmmary shortly before plasma sheet dropout. The heated 
electrons were always observed near the neutral 
Tailward-streaming energetic electrons in sheet in association with very strong tailward 
Earth's magnetotail have proved to be an excel- plasma flows and steep southward magnetic fields. 
lent marker of substorm-associated magnetic These events provide direct evidence of 
reconnection events. A superposed epoch analysis reconnection-associated heating processes in the 
of 16 streaming events reveals that the charac- near-Earth plasma sheet. 
teristic behavior of the AE index and of plasmas, 
magnetic fields, and energetic particles in the Acknowlediements. Wethank R. P. Lepping and 
magnetotail may be divided into three phases, N. F. Ness for providing 15-second averages of 
where time is measured from the onset of intense IIiP-8 magnetometer data. This work was supported 
streaming of energetic electrons: in part by the National Aeronautics and Space 
(1) A disturbance of the plasma sheet is first 
apparent at -15 minutes. Tailward plasma flows 
are observed, and {B Z} begins to decrease. Con- 
currently, lAB} begins to rise sharply. The 
strongest tailward plasma flow occurs at about -3 
minutes, with <¾X> = -570 km/s. The magnetic 
field is substantially southward from -6 to +1 
minutes, and steep southward inclinations are 
frequently observed in high time resolution data, 
as shown in Paper 1. Throughout this phase, the 
energetic electrons, if present, exhibit iso- 
tropic or trapped angular distributions, indicat- 
ing that the spacecraft is located on closed mag- 
netic field lines. 
(2) At zero epoch time, onset of intense tailward 
streaming of > 200 key electrons indicates that 
the spacecraft has moved onto open magnetic field 
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